
Recording & Storage FAQs

What is 8x8 Recording?
8x8 Recording is an interaction recording tool that captures all conversations on any channel, supporting regulatory and retention 
requirements. Easily search and retrieve recorded interactions and monitor and track conversation details for quality, performance, and 
compliance. Unlike recording options capturing single-channel audio, offering no screen capture, or only capturing a single agent desktop 
without file encryption, 8x8 Recording is an easy-to-use solution with a simplified interface and search capabilities. It provides encryption for 
audio and screen recordings, delivers automated or on-demand pause/resume, in addition to masking sensitive portions of interactions. 
Administration and maintenance efforts are also simplified as a unified part of the 8x8 platform.

What are the benefits of 8x8 recording?
There are a few key benefits of using 8x8 recording: 

1. Simplify recording management - Gain time for coaching and development by eliminating the excessive effort spent searching for 
recordings. Increase agent compliance, availability, and proficiency with added visibility into their desktop activities and any efficiency gaps 
that exist. Identify post-call efficiency opportunities by capturing screen activity during the after call work period of an interaction. Improve 
recording flexibility with multiple recording and storage options. Better understand customer sentiment and agent quality with stereo audio 
recording.  

2. Achieve regulatory objectives - Meet compliance objectives by systematically capturing and securely storing all recorded data. Gain peace 
of mind knowing all recordings are encrypted and secure information redacted as needed, protecting customer information.  

3. Streamline administration effort - Reduce administration and maintenance efforts with a single interface for user configuration, 
permissions, and skills. Eliminate data synchronisation issues and the need to install and maintain third-party ACD integrations. Realise 
benefits quickly with rapid deployment. Minimise training effort and time as a result of a modernised intuitive interface. Access recordings 
when needed and for as long as necessary with flexible storage options.
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With Live Monitoring can I monitor the screen of more than one agent at once?
Yes, using the grid view you can see up to 8 agents on the screen. This also may have some dependency on the monitor resolution. You can click 
on any one of these screens for a full size view of the agent’s screen activity. In general, while 8 is the limit it’s preferred to say “multiple agents” 
to not give any set guarantees.

What is required to use Live Monitoring and how do I access it?
8x8 offers both live audio and live screen monitoring. Live audio monitoring can be accessed through the 8x8 Contact Centre agent console with 
access to barge and whisper functionality. For live screen monitoring in addition to audio, this is accessed in the Speech Analytics and Quality 
Management application which means customers must use either of these tools in order to access live screen monitoring. In the future, this 
functionality will live in the contact centre application but not yet.

Do customers need screen recording to do live screen monitoring?
Yes, in order to have access to live screen monitoring, customers need to have QM Screen Recording Services enabled. Either the 10 or 40 day 
retention options will work.

Can my customers download via FTP their recordings instead of paying 8x8 to store them? Are 
there any disadvantages to doing so?

Customers can access their call recordings via FTP any time within their parameters of the storage plan (10/40/100/400 days) but currently they 
must have a storage plan in order to access their recordings. This article from the 8x8 Support Site gives all of the details. If customers are going 
to download call recordings, they need to do so before they are deleted in accordance with their storage plan.

https://support.8x8.com/us/cloud-contact-center/virtual-contact-center/administrators/accessing_agent_call_recordings_in_virtual_contact_center
https://support.8x8.com/us/cloud-contact-center/virtual-contact-center/administrators/accessing_agent_call_recordings_in_virtual_contact_center
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In the future 8x8 will have an API to allow customers to write a script to automatically download call recordings at a predetermined time, but this 
functionality doesn’t exist at present. This will ultimately improve what customers are currently able to accomplish with FTP. 

There are some definite disadvantages to customers storing their call recordings locally as opposed to 8x8 storage. Let’s review some reasons 
they would want to use 8x8 storage: 

1. Robust search-ability of the 8x8 platform is superior to the cumbersome search for recordings in a local file system. 
2. The ability to access call recordings in Speech Analytics and Quality Management for deeper insight and more effective coaching. 
3. 8x8 bears the burden of managing the servers and systems for storage so their IT doesn’t have to. 
4. Recordings are encrypted and stored securely, keeping customer data safe.

What can I tell customers and prospects who are off put by the additional cost of storage?

Call recording isn’t a requirement. It’s entirely possible to run a contact centre without storing recorded calls but this would require supervisors 
to listen to calls live using live monitoring functionality. The inability to review calls on demand can be a challenge for quality assurance and 
coaching efforts. Furthermore, the customer misses out on the benefits of speech analytics and the insights to be gained.  

Some of 8x8’s competitors offer very limited storage options, and while sending calls to external storage via FTP is possible, it’s very difficult for 
them to locate desired call recordings as needed because it’s difficult to make them easily identifiable. With 8x8 Recording they offer storage 
options up to 400 days and can deeply discount if it means winning the customer’s business.
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Can customers record only a fraction of their calls?
The short answer is “no.” Recording is activated at the queue/skill level and is currently on an all or nothing basis. While some competitors of 8x8 
might have the functionality to record only a certain percentage of interactions, that capability has been historically available because of the 
traditionally high cost of storage. The good news is that when storage is activated, all interactions for a given queue/skill are recorded and stored 
with a variety of storage plans for the customer to choose from. 

Be careful not to confuse this with screen recording. With screen recording settings, you can elect to record screen for all calls or select a variety 
of other options ranging from 10%-100% in the “Screen Recorder Profiles” in the QM/SA application settings.

With live screen monitoring can we view more than one agent desktop?
Two or even three monitors are customary in the modern contact centre and live screen monitoring can support this provide that the agent has 
the Screen Recorder running on their computer. This is an important feature also offered by some of 8x8’s competitors.

If I want call recording, do I also have to pay for storage?
In order to access call recordings, customers need to purchase a storage plan based on how long they wish to retain them — and some 
companies will have regulatory requirements to keep their recordings for a certain length of time. Storage and archiving plans can be viewed in 
the X Series Feature Matrix. For voice recordings, 8x8 offer 10, 40, 100, and 400 day storage options for a flat fee per user. Additional archiving 
from 401-9,999 days can be purchased at a metered rate per gigabyte per tenant. 

For screen recording 8x8 offer 10 and 40 day storage options billed at a flat rate per user with additional archiving from 401-9,999 days that can 
be purchased at a metered rate per gigabyte per tenant. (Note that a 100 day storage option may potentially be added in the future). In either 
case, the customer must pay for the maximum amount of storage (400 days for voice, 40 days for screen) in order to add archiving options. 
Another way to say this is that archiving starts at 401 days.

https://support.8x8.com/us/cloud-contact-center/contact-center-intelligence/quality-management/quality-management-downloads/8x8_Quality_Management_Screen_Recorder_Client_Installer_for_Mac_and_Windows
https://support.8x8.com/us/cloud-contact-center/contact-center-intelligence/quality-management/quality-management-downloads/8x8_Quality_Management_Screen_Recorder_Client_Installer_for_Mac_and_Windows
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How does contact centre storage differ from VO storage?
Call recording for VO is billed per gigabyte. The first GB is free and each additional GB is 4.99.  

As a recap from the above question, contact centre storage is billed at a flat rate per agent for 10, 40, 100, and 400 days. Per gigabyte pricing 
doesn’t become a concern for contact centre customers until they exceed 400 days and then they are billed at a rate per GB for 401-9,999 days.  

For legacy contact centre, recordings are stored in .wav format which amounts to roughly 2 MB per minute. Audio call recording in Quality 
Management is stored in MP3 format which amounts to about 500 KB per minute. This means that if a contact centre wants to store 100,000 
minutes of call recording, that amounts to 50,000 MB or 50 GB.  

In terms of different audio codecs, according to this article 1 minute=0.5 MB on G.729 and 1.3 MB on G.711.

Can customers mix and match storage plans for their various agents?
No. All agents must have the same storage option.

Can a customer retain screen recordings for 40 days but only retain audio recordings for 10 
days?

No. The rule of thumb here is that the retention plan for call recordings must always be greater than or equal to that of screen recordings. So if a 
customer wants 40 days of screen recording retention they must retain call recordings for 40 or more days.

Can we sell it to Enterprise as well as SMB?
Any contact centre customer can purchase recording and storage.

https://www.genvoice.net/how-much-data-does-voip-use/
https://www.genvoice.net/how-much-data-does-voip-use/
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What kind of encryption is applied to call recordings?
All recordings are encrypted to a minimum of FIPS140-2 compliant AES256. Customers also have the option to provide their own key for QM/CC 
call recordings, and will be able to do so for VO in the future.

Does 8x8 Recording redact sensitive customer information like social security and credit card 
numbers?
There are a few ways to prevent sensitive information from being captured in call recordings. First, 8x8 Contact Centre allows agents to pause 
the call recording any time sensitive information is being shared. Second, 8x8 Contact Centre offers a Recording Control API that enables the call 
recording to automatically stop and start based on a URL and field an agent navigates to in their browser. For example, when an agent is on a 
payment screen the recording will be paused so customer payment details aren’t captured in the recording. 

Finally, 8x8 Secure Pay intercepts the payment aspect of the call, ensuring the security of the customer's information by isolating the customer 
actions from the agent. This simple solution can increase both the efficiency and security of handling sensitive card data transactions. 

Beyond these two solutions, 8x8 doesn’t have the ability to automatically redact information that has already been recorded on a call or delete 
portions of call recordings. The customer can also go into the Speech Analytics and QM application and delete the entire call as needed.

Are live screen monitoring and live screen recording the same thing?
No they are not. Live screen monitoring means that you can view the agent desktop for any agent running the 8x8 Screen Capture application. 
Screen recording only occurs when it is triggered by a phone call or when a supervisor clicks the option to manually record the agent’s screen.

https://support.8x8.com/cloud-contact-center/virtual-contact-center/developers/virtual-contact-center-recording-control-api
https://www.8x8.com/contact-center/secure-pay
https://support.8x8.com/cloud-contact-center/virtual-contact-center/developers/virtual-contact-center-recording-control-api
https://www.8x8.com/contact-center/secure-pay
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When manually recording an agent’s screen, will the recording ever time out?
A recording will time out based on the “recording file size limit” in the “Screen Recorder Profiles” section of the QM/SA application. It’s 
advisable, especially for remote agents, that these thresholds are set so the upload of the recording doesn’t bog down the agent’s internet 
connection. If a recording reaches this threshold, the recording will stop and the file will be saved up to that point in the recording.

Can we configure live screen monitoring to automatically record an agent desktop when they 
begin a chat conversation or respond to an email?
While a great use case for live screen monitoring is the ability to monitor the agent desktop while they handle other support channels like email 
and chat, there’s no way to automatically record the handling of these channels for a variety of reasons. A supervisor can manually record the 
agent’s screen at any time to gain a similar effect. 

How much bandwidth does Live Screen Monitoring use?
This isn’t exact because we are working with compressed media and also different browsers handle media playback differently. Here are a few 
guidelines when we talk about streaming audio and video:  
• For audio only, this uses MP3 encoding at a rate of 64kbps. Based on this rate and the duration of the interaction, you can determine file size. 
• For video, the encoding is MPEG-4. There are some variables in play that make file size difficult to determine: 

- The frame rate is configurable with available values of 0.5, 1, 2 (default), and 4 frames per second (FPS). 
- The frame size is configurable with available values of HD (720p), Full HD (1080p), and UltraHD (4K) 
- As an example, an audio-video recording in Full HD at 0.5fps, with a duration of 7 minutes, 44 seconds has a file size of 4.56MB. 

• For live monitoring, JPEG images are streamed at a rate of 1fps. If the live monitoring page is in “cards mode,” a maximum of 8 streams each 
containing a 305x185 pixel image is allowed. In the screen recording context, a typical size for a frame is 20-30KB. If a single agent is monitored 
in full screen mode, a full HD JPEG (1920x1080 pixels) is streamed. A typical size for this would be 300-400KB. 

Especially for remote users, if bandwidth is a concern, it’s advisable that you go into the Screen Recorder Profiles in Settings in QM/SA and 
configure these values.


